INTRODUCTION
The subject of the effect of dispersal of populations is a topic of considerable ecological interest. Bibliographies can be found in the work w x of Levin 7, 8 . In recent years, much attention has been given to the asymptotic behavior of mathematical models which describe population w x dispersal between patches 1᎐6, 9, 10 , in particular, the models for a single species that disperses between patches of a heterogeneous environment with barriers between patches and a predator for which the dispersal between patches does not involve a barrier. The permanence of such w x models was discussed in 1 . The global stability of the models was studied w x in 2 .
Population models with time delays have come into prominence. It is generally recognized that some kind of time delays are inevitable in population interactions and tend to be destabilizing in the sense that Ž longer delays may destroy the stability of positive equilibrium see Cushing w x w x . 11 , Kuang 22 , and the references cited therein . Time delay due to gestation is among them. The effect of this kind of delays on the asymp-Ž totic behavior of populations has been studied by a number of papers see, w x w x for example, Freedman and Rao 12 , Kuang 23 , Freedman, So, and w x. Waltman 24 . In this paper we incorporate time delays due to gestation w x into the predator᎐prey system investigated by 2 . Due to the existence of a nonconstant periodic solution produced by the time delays and the populaw x tion dispersal 23, 2 , it is interesting to know when the populations are permanent and when the global stability remains valid. In this study, we show that the delays do not affect the permanence of the populations and we establish sufficient conditions that guarantee the existence of a positive global attractor.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe our model in detail and present some properties of equilibria. Section 3 w x contains our main results. By exploiting the main theorem in 16 we obtain sufficient conditions that ensure the permanence of the populations. By combing the monotonicity of a subsystem with the principle of differential inequality we establish sufficient conditions under which there exists a positive equilibrium of the system which attracts all positive Ž . solutions of system 1 . Section 4 gives a brief discussion.
THE MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
In this paper we consider the following predator᎐prey system with diffusion and time delays Ž .
Ž . where x t represents the prey population in the ith patch, i s 1, 2. We i think of patches with a barrier only as far as the prey population is concerned. The predator population has no barrier between patches, and Ž . so x t represents the total predator population for both patches. G 0 is Ž . tively. We do not introduce these delays into system 1 only because their biological significance seems unclear.
We now agree on certain notations that will be used throughout this paper. Set
. Suppose s max , and C ' C y , 0 , R is the set of continu- 
The following lemma is basic to the rest of the paper.
has a unique positi¨e equilibrium 
Ž . w x Proof. Since system 2 is similar to 3.4 in paper 1 , one can adopt w x the technique of 1 to prove the existence of positive equilibrium of Ž . system 2 . But we include here a different proof for completeness and Ž .
Ž . improved readability. Fix k ) k , i s 1, 2. Then H1 and H2 imply that i there exists an ) 0 such that
Ž .
Ž . Ž .
Ž . We now rewrite system 2 as
t the the solution of 5 initiating at a, a , 0 -a F k#. 1 2 Ž . Then since 5 is cooperative and the solution is bounded, it follows from Ž Ž . Ž .. Lemma 1 that x t , x t is increasing and converges to a positive 1 2 equilibrium as t ª qϱ. This proves the existence of a positive equilibrium Ž . of 5 . The uniqueness and global attractivity of positive equilibrium of Ž . w x 5 follow from Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 of 1 .
. We show below that the positive equilibrium x , x is strictly 1 2 Ž . decreasing with respect to . Let 0 F -such that f 0, ) 0,
Suppose that u t , u t is the solution of system 5 initiating
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. by H3 , it follows from Lemma 1 that u t , u t is strictly increasing 1 2
Ž . Then it is easily verified that E is positively invariant for system 5 . Let 
the dependence of solutions on the parameter , one can choose 
Ž .
We now turn to analyzing positive equilibrium of system 1 .
Ž . Ž . LEMMA 3. Suppose that H1 ᎐ H5 are satisfied and we ha¨e the following:
There exists a ) 0 such that
Then there exists a unique positi¨e equilibrium e , e , e of system 1 in
Ž . Proof. The positive equilibrium of system 1 is determined by the following system of equations: U Ž . Furthermore, x x is strictly decreasing with respect to x for i s 1, 2.
Ž . It should be noted that Lemma 3 may be improved by adopting the w x technique of 6 . We do not pursue this because it is sufficient for our purpose.
MAIN RESULTS
The objective of this section is to establish sufficient conditions for the permanence of the populations and global attractivity of a positive equilib-Ž . rium of system 1 .
and that
Ž . Then system 1 exhibits permanence.
Ž .
Proof. We begin by showing that the positive solutions of system 1 are eventually bounded. Due to the positivity of the solutions, we have
Comparing this system with
and using the same type of argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, we know that there exists a k ) 0 such that for any positive solution .. Ž . . This, together with the assumption that s x ª qϱ as x ª qϱ, Ž. solution such that x t -k for all sufficiently large t. This shows that 3 2 Ž . the positive solutions of system 1 are eventually bounded.
We next show that the positive x -axis and the nonnegative x y x 3 12 Ž . plane repel the positive solutions of system 1 uniformly. To this end, we set
Ä 4 Ž .
It is equivalent to show C U is a uniform repeller. We Ž . g C , x t s x t s 0 for t G t , and x t s yx s x . It follows from
. Lemma 2 implies that x t ª x 0 , x 0 , 0 as t ª qϱ. Hence, 1 2 x s 0, 0, 0 ,
Clearly, it is isolated and has an acyclic covering, and therefore, condition Ž . w x iii of Theorem 4.1 in 16 is satisfied.
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . We now claim that for any solution u t , u t , u t of system 1 , it is 1 2 3 Ž . impossible that u t ª 0 as t ª qϱ. Otherwise, using Lemma 2 one can
. Ž . easily know that u t , u t ª x 0 , x 0 as t ª qϱ. Then by 9 , 1 2 1 2 X Ž . Ž . u t ) 0 when t is sufficiently large, a contradiction, since u t ª 0 as 3 3 t ª qϱ. This proves the above assertion. At this time, it is clear that no Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. u t ) for all sufficiently large t and u t , u t , u t lies outside of
when t is sufficiently large.
Since D ) 0, it is easy to see that when F x F k and 0 -x F k , 
when t is sufficiently large. In the same way, one can show that there exists an ) 0 such that the positive solution cannot enter into the region
when t is sufficiently large. Summarizing the discussions we see that Ž . Ž . Ž . u t ) , u t ) , and u t ) for all large t. Since the , i s 
Ž . Ž . THEOREM 2. Suppose that system 1 satisfies H1 ᎐ H5 and we ha¨e the following: Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Proof. Let x t , x t , x t be a positive solution of system 1 . It is 1 2 3 evident that
. Since the positive solutions of system 5 tend to x 0 , x 0 as t ª qϱ, 
Proof. Define u s lim inf x t¨s lim sup x t , i s 1, 2, 3,
Ž . where x t , x t , x t is a positive solution of system 1 . We wish to 1 2 3 show that u s¨s e , i s 1, 2, 3. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction,
that¨) e . Then by the proof of Theorem 2 we see¨F h. It follows 3 3 3 that one can choose ) 0 small enough such that
Ž . Ž . Apparently there is a T ) 0 such that x t -¨q for t ) T . It Ž . In view of 11 , there is T ) T such that 2 1 x t ) x U¨q y , i s 1, 2, for t ) T .
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. By the monotonicity of we have x t , x t )¨# for t ) T . It Ž . Ž . follows from the last equation of system 1 that lim inf x t G¨#. Restrict ) 0 small enough such that¨# y ) 0. Then choose 3 3 Ž . T ) T such that x t )¨# y for t ) T . It is evident that we have it cannot be transformed into the system of ordinary differential equations. Ž . w x System 1 is also more general than that of 2 because it incorporates time delays due to gestation.
The next step in the study of these models would be to incorporate time delays into the self-regulated terms. We leave this for future work.
